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Wonderland in the Museum.
For the «Aroma of Green Leaves» Exhibition, the main hall of the
museum between galleries A and B has been transformed into a
tea table .
The colourful and giant tea pot and tea cup displayed
make you feel like Alice in Wonderland

not only

because of their size but also because you are
immediately transported in another world.
The exhibition that will last until mid June offers
a good overview of the different types of tea and
the role it plays in various cultures. Additionaly, the
Museum offers some activities around Tea, mainly
demonstrations from various countries.

Events @ The Discovery Room:
• 9 May Morning Japanese Tea ceremony
• 16 May «let’s get to know Tea
• 30 May Happy Tea gathering
• 6 June Chinese Tea Ceremony Demonstration
Event @ Datarn Muzium Negara
• 9 May afternoon Teh Tarik demonstration
for more information: prmuzium negara@jmm.gov.my
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It happened last month
April was busy month for school visits
10 April: the Japanese MVs welcomed 7 students and their teachers from Malaya University
13 April: a lot of guided tours in the museum.
A guided tour in Dutch for law students

French pupils all around the museum. Some in gallery B and D....

Others in the discovery room learning how to fold a Tengkolok...

or discovering and experiencing a sample of spices

22 April: the French MVs went back to school:
This time the students did not come the Museum. The MVs went to the French school in KL. There, they made
presentations on spices with samples. At the end of the session; a huge tasting party took place in the schoolyard.
Students, teachers and MVs could taste and enjoy all the good recipes prepared by the parents and the kids.
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It happened last month
A memorable field trip!
All the attendees are unanimous; this was an amazing trip.

One of the great and impressive moments of this trip was the visit to Sungai Batu Exacavation site with Professor
Mokhtar a passionate archeologist who was very enthousiatic to share his discoveries: The roots of an ancient
civilization that according to his estimate dates back to 480 BC.
After 5 years only of research and digging, he discovered a place of worship, the river jetties on both sides of the
large and deep Merbok river and proof of some industrial activities: iron mining, processing and shipping.

It was also a lot of fun. MVs could play Archeologist Apprentices under the kind supervision of Profesor Mokhtar.
They could also contribute to the reconstruction by making their own brick.
The trip was not limited to this visit, there would be much
more to tell about it...
You can find more interesting stories and photos on our
blog please check museumvolunteersjmm.com
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Our little Library
Our books are well looked after !
happen to anybody to unmindfully forgot about a
book borrowed a while ago». This is why they have
implemented a reminder process to make sure books
are not forgotten after one month.
The good news is that it works; few books have
already been returned to the library.
Julie explained that beside the fact that she likes
books, one of the motivation to join the Library team
was the frustration she experienced during her training

Among the team of seven (Jacky Wong, Julie Chang,
May Yau, Zahara Shahriman, Mak Sook Yin, Valli Rajoo
and Kim Mi Hyung) who take care of the Library, only
two, Zahara and Jacky, were already in charge last year.
They are not librarians but they all share the love for
books and are all very motivated. So, after one training
session on book classification system; they can now
work very professionally and efficiently.

The team is full of energy and idea. They already sorted,
referenced and signed with stickers the 400 books
available on the shelves. During my visit they were
working on the Reference Books. These are the ones
that are so precious because some of them are very old
and out of print, or very expensive that they have to be
kept within the library to prevent any lose. These books
will be clearly identified as such thanks to a fluo sticker
on the cover and the fringe.

«Not being allowed to borrow books from the Library
was upsetting as during the training we needed
these books to work on our presentations». The team
acknowledges the impotance of the library during
the training session; this is why they are already
thinking on how they can support the new batches
that will start their training next September. One idea
is to make a presentation of the Library process
during the first session. Another idea that emerged
is to accompany the trainees through out the training
period by providing for each topic some reading
recommendation. They also already planned to have
a member of the team on duty whenever there is a
training session on Tuesday and Saturday morning to
help the trainees in their choices and make sure the
borrowing process is followed.

May’s dream would be to have everything available
online, especially an application for the follow-up on the
returns. She knows this won’t happen tomorrow but she
tries to computerise as many tasks as possible.
As a result of the inventory 41 books are missing. But
the team is determined to do everything to get as many
books back as possible. So they started to contact
borrowers to remind them that they have to return the
books. The objective is not to blame or shame anybody,
As they say: «We all have very busy life and it can
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Our little Library
To prevent loosing track of borrowers who started
the training but were not able to finish it, a refundable
deposit will be requested to all new trainees.
For Jacky «keeping the books we already have is
very important because the Library needs to be up
to date and get more books. even though there is a
budget to buy books, this money should be used to
buy new books not to replace lost ones». Furthermore
a lot of books have been donated. And even though
some donors might not be in Malaysia anymore, their
support to the MVs is highly appreciated and their
names are always mentioned inside their boooks as a

recognition of their contribution to the community.
All MVs are invited to visit the Libaray, the team will
update the Book List on an ongoing basis. The updated
list will be available on the blog so that every one can
check online. Furthermore information will be circulated
whenever there are new books available,

All donation or recommrndation of books are welcome.
If you have any comment, suggestion please contact
the Library team at: mvlibrarian01@gmail.com.

The borrowing process.

The objective is to have a simple process that allows you to borrow books even when the Library
team members are not on duty.

The Brown
Pocket Card

Library Blue Box

LIBRARY PROCEDURES

BORROWING BOOKS
Remove the white card from the book you wish to
borrow.

REGISTERING WITH THE LIBRARY (one time only)
Fill up a Brown Pocket Card
You can find new brown pocket cards in the LIBRARY
Blue BOX
Put your Name, Telephone & EMAIL ADDRESS on the
front.
Underline your surname.

This is now your personal Brown Pocket Card.
The pocket cards are arranged in an alphabetical order as per SURNAME and kept in the Library Bleu box.

Fill out the date borrowed (1st column) and your
name (2nd column) on the white card.
Place the white card into your personal Brown Pocket Card.
Place the Brown Pocket Card in the LIBRARY Blue
BOX.
Library books can be borrowed for a period up to one
month only. (except reference books which are not to
be removed from the library)
RETURNING BOOKS
Drop the book into the white bin marked ‘Returned
Books’. The librarians will take care of the rest.
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Upcoming events
A lot happening in May and June !
Save the dates and stay tuned, more information will circulate through gmail.

14th May 2015. Regards croisés - Focus.

4th June 2015. Regards croisés - Focus.

Conference in French : Laos: between tradition

Conference in French : Malaysia Diversity by

and Modernity by Elisabeth Galland

Serge jardin and Jerome Bouchaud

May 9th and June 13th 2015 : Japanese Green Tea Ceremony Demonstration

The Japanese group is pleased to announce the
forthcoming sessions:
Venue: Discovery Room
Time and Date:
May 9th (Sat): 10:30am, 11:30am, 12:30pm*
June 13th (Sat): 10:30am, 11:30am, 12:30pm*
Green tea will be served to 10-15 pax at each session
All are welcome !

* 12:30pm sessions might be skiped due to low attendance
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The French Corner
Regards croisés - Focus on 16th April 2015.
Full attentance for Dany Picot and Pangkor Treaty

Dany’s secret of a successful presentation:
On Wednesday morning, the day before the official presentation she arranged a rehearsal of her speech in the MVs room in front of 6 critical veiwers
including two MVs children.
Thanks to the feedback, she managed to fix the technical issues she faced
on Wednesday and removed some unneeded slides. All this made her feel
more confident the next day: «it was worth it ! the next day I could make the
presentation without my cheat sheet! »

The Japanese Corner
18th April 2015 0 Tea ceremony
Huge sucess for the Green Tea Ceremony demonstration
The Japanese MVs group managed
to recreat in the Museum Discovery
room the quiet athmosphere of a Japanese tearoom. The green tea was
imported directly from Japan and
the numerous visitors were invited
to follow step by step the mysterious process that makes Japanese
tea so unique.

Everyone could enjoy a cup of this delicious tea served in a very elegant maner
by our host.
The Japanese Tea ceremony is a real
«Art de vivre». It conveys values: Harmony, respect, purity and tranquility
and it does not go without all the attire
including the tea bowl, the tea whisk,
the scoop and ladle and of course the
traditional kimono.
Check the upcoming event for the next
sessions.
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News in Short

Advertising

Change in the schedule for
tours in english

New brochures will be printed to advertise

Starting next month, there will be an additional guided tour in english on Thursday
afternoon at 2 pm.

in hotels

Statistics
Please make sure all the guided tours in-

Did you know ?
MVs can buy books published by JMM

cluding groups and schools are recorded
in the MVs Guidebook.

at a 20% discount. These books are on
display at their library which is located on
the ground floor of the JMM building.

Update from the library
At the MVs Library you can also borrow
DVDs. Here below a sample of the recent
aquisition

Useful info
The feedback form is cancelled and replaced by a card that you will be handed
over to the visitors requesting them to put
a comment on Trip Advisor or Facebook.
It will be the size of a business card and
will look like that:

Important
MV room key - JMM’s security team will
Thank you for visting The National Museum.
We hope you enjoyed your guided tour.
Share your experience: rate us on Tripadvisor
and/or Like us on Facebook.

unlock the MV Room door at 9am and lock
the room door at 3pm daily from Mondays
to Saturdays. In the event you find the
room locked, you can find the room key
at the front desk of JMM’s lobby.
To get there take the path on the right of
the stairs and go to the JMM lobby.

Please submit your articles and photos for the next issue to: mvchronicle@gmail.com before 10th of the
month. Please provide separate files; jpeg and text in word documents.
If you are moving away from KL, please inform us and send a picture for the «Farewell» section.
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